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 IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, 

BONGAIGAON 
 

PRESENT: SYEDA FARIDA AFZAL ZINNAT 

 

STATE C.R CASE NO: 168/2011 

STATE OF ASSAM VERSUS AKKASH ALI 
 

U/S 34,35,40,41 of Assam Forest Regulation, 1891(Regulation VII 

of 1891) 

 

FOR THE PROSECUTION: MR. S.K.NATH, ASST. P.P 

 

FOR THE DEFENE: MR.HANIF ALI, ADVOCATE 

 

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 26.7.12, 4.8.12, 6.12.12, 13.12.12  
 

ARGUMENTS HEARD ON: 29.12.2012 

 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: 29.12.2012 

 

   JUDGMENT 

 

1. On 10.8.2011 at about 3.50 pm the I/C, Gerukabari Police Out 

Post handed over 12 pieces of Non- Sal (Jalpai or Olive) Hand-

Sawn timber along with a bicycle and an accused person namely 

Akkash Ali to the Forest Beat Officer, Rakhaldubi Account Beat. 

It is alleged that the accused person was carrying timber from 

Baghmara village on 9/8/2011 at night and were caught red 

handed by police personnel at Gerukabari Police Out Post. As no 

legal documents were found in support of the timber the Forest 

Beat Officer seized the timber along with the bicycle and kept in 
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Bongaigaon Forest Depot Complex for safe custody. The accused 

person was forwarded to the Chief Judicial Magistrate on 

11.8.2011. After submission of Offence Report, the learned Chief 

Judicial Magistrate took cognizance of the matter under section 

34,35,40,41 of Assam Forest Regulation, 1891 and upon 

appearance copies of the relevant documents were supplied to the 

accused person in compliance with section 207 Cr.P.C. and charge 

under section 34,35,40,41 of the Assam Forest Regulation, 1891 

were framed against the accused person to which he pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried. 

2. Prosecution adduced the evidence of as many as six witnesses. 

They are:  

 

1) PW1: Devi Charan Das 

2) PW2: Dilip Lahkar 

3) PW3: Shib Charan Medhi 

4) PW4: Ashwini Kumar Ray 

5) PW5: Pradip Sarkar 

6) PW6: Sashi Mohan Singha 

 

3. Following are the lists of exhibits which were exhibited during the 

trial: 

 

1) Exhibit 1: Seizure List 

2) Exhibit 1 (1): signature of PW1 

3) Exhibit 1(2): Signature of PW2 

4) Exhibit 1(3): Signature of PW3 

5) Exhibit 1(4): Signature of PW4 

6) Exhibit 1(5): signature of the PW5 

7) Exhibit 1(6): Signature of PW6 

 

4. The examination of the accused person under section 313 Cr.P.C 

was dispensed with as I found no incriminating material against 

them. 

 

5. After considering the relevant documents and after hearing the 

defence and the prosecution I find that following are the points to 

be determined in this case: 

 

1) Whether the accused person on the night of 9.8.2011 at 

Gerukabari breached the rules framed under section 34 of the 

Assam Forest Regulation, 1891 and thereby committed an 

offence punishable under section 35 of the Assam Forest 

Regulation, 1891? 
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2) Whether the accused person at the same time and place 

breached the rules framed under section 40 of the Assam Forest 

Regulation, 1891 and thereby committed an offence punishable 

under section 41 of the Assam Forest Regulation, 1891? 

6. DISCUSSION ON EVIDENCE, DECISION AND REASONS 

THEREOF: 

7. I have gone through the entire evidence on record and heard 

arguments of both sides. Learned Asst. Public Prosecutor Sri. S.K. 

Nath has argued that through the witnesses and documents 

exhibited in the trial the prosecution has been able to bring home 

the charges against the accused person. Refuting this argument 

the learned counsel for the defence Mr. Hanif Ali has argued that 

his client did not breach any rules framed under the Assam Forest 

Regulation, 1891 and he is liable to be acquitted of the offences 

charged with. 

8. Now the question which needs to be answered before any decision 

can be reached is whether the accused persons breached the rules 

framed under section 34 and 40 of the Regulation of 19891. 

Section 34 states that no person shall make use of any forest 

produce of any land at the disposal of the government and not 

included in reserved forest or village forest, except in accordance 

with rules made by the State Government in this behalf, or as 

provided by the last section of this chapter. Again section 40 

makes rules to regulate transit of forest produce. 

9. Now I would like to discuss the evidence of the witnesses. All the 

PWs stated in unison that on 10.8.2011 at about 3.30 pm Sashi 

Mohan Singha informed Devesh Karmakar that two persons were 

apprehended at Gerukabari O.P along with some illegal timber. 

Upon receiving this information members of Aie Valley Protection 

Squad headed by Sashi Mohan Singha went to Gerukabari O.P 

and the accused persons along with the seized timbers, a motor 

cycle and a bicycle were handed over to Sashi Mohan Singha. 

Later on offence report was submitted by the Beat Officer on the 

basis of which trial started.  

10. During their cross examination the PWs stated that when they 

reached Gerukabari O.P they found the accused persons in lock up 

and the I/C, Gerukabari O.P. handed over the accused persons and 

the timber to them.  

11. It becomes clear that the PWs did not apprehend the accused 

persons carrying or transporting the timber, rather they were 

caught by policemen but prosecution did not examine any of the 

police personnel who apprehended the accused persons. 

12.  Prosecution did not examine any independent witness in support 

of its case. Prosecution also did not examine Devesh Karmakar as 
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a witness whose testimony was vital to find out the actual facts 

behind the trial.  All the PWs are from Forest Department who 

did not apprehend the accused persons while they were allegedly 

transiting timber. This raises a reasonable apprehension as to 

whether the accused persons really carried the non sal Jalpai 

(olive) timber after felling the same. The seizure list was also not 

prepared as per rules prescribed by the Code of Criminal 

Procedure. There is no cogent and corroborating evidence which 

proves that the accused was in fact apprehended along with the 

seized timber. In my considered opinion the prosecution failed to 

establish the fact that the accused persons were transiting and 

thereby breached the rules framed under section 34 and 41 of the 

Assam Forest Regulation 1891.   

 

Order 

The accused Akkash Ali is hereby acquitted of the offences under 

Section 34, 35, 40 and 41 of the Assam Forest Regulation, 1891 and set 

at liberty forthwith. Bail Bonds are extended to a period of six months. 

Seized articles, if any be disposed off according to prescribed rules in 

due course of time.  Given under the hand and seal of this court on this 

the 4th day of January, 2012. 

 

       Syeda Farida Afzal Zinnat, AJS 

       J.M (1st CLASS) BONGAIGAON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


